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A classical result of S. N. Bernstein [2] concerning the polynomial 
approximation of real-valued continuous functions on finite intervals charac- 
terizes those that are the restrictions of entire analytic functions. Following 
extensions of Bernstein’s theorem [6, 10-131 in analytic function theory, the 
focus was on harmonic polynomial approximates of real-valued (even) 
generalized biaxially symmetric potentials (GBASP) in Lp(d) for fixed p > 2. 
Identified [7, 81 were those that were restrictions of entire GBASP functions 
to an open disk A. In addition, the orders and types were computed. The 
purpose of the present work is to improve upon those results by approx- 
imating GBASP in Lp(D) on certain open sets D that are symmetric about 
the origin with Jordan boundary. This follows by application of function- 
theoretic methods to a recent characterization of the Bernstein type [5] for 
entire analytic functions. 
Central to the analysis we find a pair of integral transforms developed in 
[7] that are one to one maps between the space Lp(D) of real-valued GBASP 
F(x, 4’) = F anRyyx, y), a > p > -l/2 (1) 
tl=O 
RyyY, 4’) = (x2 + ~‘2)nPlp*y(x2 - y’)/(x’ + y2))/Ppy I), (2) 
tz = 0, 1, 2.... regular and even on D with finite p-norm 
II * IL = ““DP I * L II 1 Ilp = 1 
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and the space P(D) of associated functions 
f(z) = 2 unzZn, 
n=O (3) 
zyyz, 0) = Z2n, n = 0, 1, 2... 
analytic on D with finite p-norm. Define the transforms by: 
F(X, y) =.X&f) = 1% \’f(r) k,,,(t, s> dt & 
-0 -0 
(4) 
r2 = r2(x, y, t, s) = x2 - y2t2 + i2xyt cos s, (5) 
k,,,(t, S) = v,,~( 1 - t2)a-5-1t25+ ‘(sin s)‘~ 
and 
f(z) =X,,‘,(F) = [+’ F(& r(l - ~2)“2)j~.5(z~-‘~ 4 G 
---I 
(f-5) 
(1-r) 
ja,4(r, 0 = rla,n (1 + r)o+5+2 
a+P+2;a+P+3. 25(1+<) 
XF 2 2 ‘(l+r)2 . 
P+1 I 
The transform pair has the property that a GBASP F is the restriction to D 
of an entire GBASP function if, and only if, the X;,gassociate f is the 
restriction to D of an entire analytic function [see 71. And, when the growth 
of an entire GBASP function with associate f is measured by order p = p(F) 
and type r = r(F) which are defined [3] as in analytic function theory by 
p = lim sup lodog M,(F) lois M,(F) 
log r ’ 
r = lim sup 
r-m r*cc rp ’ 
M,.(F) = sup{ IF(x, y)l : x2 + y2 < r’}, 
then p(F) = p(f) and r(F) = r(f) [see 71. 
These facts allow transfer of information concerning the approximation 
and growth of analytic functions to GBASP. The essential properties of 
FE bp(D) that are the restrictions of entire GBASP functions are drawn 
from approximation on sets of polynomials 
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and 
I 
n 
l/12n= j r akzZk: a,-real, 0 < k < n 
I 
, n = 0, 1, 2 ,... * 
k=O 
It is the Bernstein limits of the optimal approximates, 
and 
4, = &(A D) = min{Ilf - h Ilp :h E j2n 1, 
that provide the characterizations. 
n = 0, 1, 2 )..., 
In order to proceed by the integral operator method, an additional 
condition is required of D. The set D is parabolic-convex, that is, 
(x + iy)’ E D o {(r, q): 4x2(x2 - q’) < < < x2 - y2 } c D 
or equivalently, 
(x + iy)’ E D o { (<, q): r + iv = r2(x, y, t, s), 0 < t < 1,0 < s < rr) c D. 
For examples: D=A:x2+y2< 1 or D={(<,q):l<l < l,lql ((1 tt')"'}. 
We now develop the limit approximates of the entire GBASP functions. 
THEOREM 1. Let FE Lp(D) for fixed p > 2. Then F is the restriction to 
D of an entire GBASP function if, and only if, 
lim E$fn(F) = 0. (7) n+cC 
where d is the transjinite diameter of D. 
Proof: Consider FE Lp(D). The identities on D, 
F=4xf) and f = ,r,,;(F), 
give the estimates 
and 
If16(~/LIfllknleldfd~ 
0 0 
If I < (+’ IFI IL,ol dt --I 
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to which Holder’s inequality is applied 
Ifl” < v I-+’ lFIP dt-. v = v(a, p, p, D). (9) 
--I 
A sufftcient condition for the constant v = v(a, /?, p; D) bounding the kernel 
Ija,S/‘m’.‘p to be f t mi e is the cl(D) c A: x’ + y2 ( 1. No generality is lost with 
this assumption because the harmonic polynomials in Eq. (1) are 
homogeneous functions of order 2n. 
Integrating the bounds Eqs. (8) and (9) over D and applying Fubini’s 
theorem and a simple estimate to the latter leads to 
IIFJI;=A-‘fI’ IFlPdxdy 
.-fJ 
.n.l . 
<YAP’ 
I I [I! 
IfI” dx dq’ dt ds < w Ilfll;, 
-0-o -II 1 
w=w(u,p,p:D) and to 
Ilfll~ = A ’ 1.1. ifl”r( 1 - <‘)- ‘* dr dr 
--D 
I~f’r(l - (*)-‘/* dr d< 1 dt 
6 = &a, ,f3, p; D). These appraisals are equivalent to 
ll~-~llp~~“PIlf-~Ilpr 
llf - h lip G PP IIF - Hllp 
(10) 
(11) 
for each HE <p2,, and each h =,X’,,~(H) E /i2,,, n = 0, 1, 2 ,... . Hence, the 
optimal approximates are related by 
E;?/,‘“(F) < w”‘““ef”‘,‘“(f ), (12) 
eg”(f) < PpEgn(F), n = 0, 1, 2 ,... . (13) 
Now, if F is the restriction to D of an entire GBASP function, the xa,o- 
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associate f is the restriction to D of an entire analytic function. Moreover. by 
Eq. (11) f E P(D) so that [5, p. 451 demonstrates 
lim et”(f) = 0. (14) n-ic 
Inequality (12) then confirms the necessity of the Bernstein limit, Eq. (7). 
Conversely, assume that Eq. (7) applies for FE LP(D). Then by Eq. (11) 
f E Ip(D) and by Eq. (13) the Bernstein limit Eq. (14) offis the restriction to 
D of an entire analytic function which, in turn, reveals the analogous result 
for F. 
The next objective involves calculating the order and type of the entire 
GBASP functions by best harmonic polynomial approximates. The results 
appear in 
THEOREM 2. For fixed p > 2, let the F E Lp(D) be the restriction to D of 
an entire GBASP function. Then 
(i) F is of Jinite order p if, and only $ 
lim sup 
2n log n 
n-m -log E;,(F) =” 
(ii) and ifp > 0, offinite type r if. and only IY, 
lim sup 2n(EW)~2” = sdp n-m ep 1 
(15) 
(16) 
Proof: Let FE Lp(D) be the restriction to D of an entire GBASP 
function of finite order p > 0 and let E > 0 be given. From the [5, p. 451, the 
appraisal 
p--E< 
2n log n 
-log e& 
</I+& 
applies to the .;lv,,o- associate with the lower bound holding for n EJ ‘(F), an 
infinite sequence of indices, and the upper bound for n E -N(E), a sequence of 
all but a finite number of indices. 
However, from Eq. (13), 
-2n log n - 2n log n 
l/p log S + log ETn > 1% &I 
>p--E 
n EC I“(E). For an upper estimate. Eq. (12) gives 
(18) 
- 2n log n - 2n log n 
p+E> 
l/p log w + log & > log Ef, ’ 
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n E J(E). Thus, 
p - E < IiT zp 
-2n log n 
log ET,, 
<P$E, E>O 
which generates Eq. (15) from Eqs. (18) and (19). 
Next, we calculate the type of F. From [5, p. 451 for E > 0 given, 
pi 2n 
&yt - E) < 2n(:;) 
< dP(r + E) 
with the lower bound for n E . I”(E) and the upper bound for n E J(E). Now, 
apply Eq. (13) to show that 
dP(t - E) < 2n(4,)“‘” 
ep 
< ~p’2np2n(E;n)pi2n, (20) 
for n EL I ‘(E). The upper bound 
2n(E5JP’2” < coP’2nP2n(ef,,)P’2n 
ep ep 
< dP(r + E), (21) 
arise from Eq. (12). Combining the information in Eq. (20) and Eq. (21) 
gives 
dP(r - E) Q lim sup 
2t~(E”2J”~~ 
< lip”@ + E), E>O 
n-m ep 
which completes the proof. 
The exterior mapping radius of a continuum equals its transfinite 
diameter. Consequently, the above results incorporate those in [8] for 
GBASP with finite non-zero order and type when the set D reduces to the 
unit disk A. Furthermore, in the axisymmetric problems (a 1/?) after a 
quadratic transformation [I], the harmonics RF*n’ are the ultraspherical 
polynomials so that the property of (symmetric) parabolic-convex sets 
generalizes to (>I-convex) axiconvex sets D: 2 E D if, and only if, 
seg(Z, z} c D. This becomes of special interest when examining the 
relationships between axisymmetric potentials and solutions of more general 
linear elliptic partial differential equations by the Method of Ascent [4] as 
found for Bernstein theorems on La(A) in [9]. 
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